Circle the correct words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You (am / are / is) very smart!
They (am / are / is) famous singers.
I (am/ are / is) nervous now.
He (am / are / is) my English teacher.
We (am / are / is) good at cooking.
She (am / are / is) 12 years old.

Look and complete the dialogues.
1.

2.

1.
2.
3.
4.

A Is it a giraffe?
A Are you twins?
A Are they ballerinas?
A Is Anna sad?

4.

3.

B _yes___,
B _______,
it it__is___.
_______.
B _______,
B _______,
we we_______.
_______.
B _______,
B _______,
theythey
_______.
_______.
B _______,
B _______,
shehe_______.
_______.

Write the negative sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I am interested in history.
_I’m not interested in history_
They are news reporters.
_________________________
He is a great musician.
_________________________
The writer is from New Zealand. _________________________
The chairs are big and heavy.
_________________________
Amy is a nurse at this hospital. _________________________

Circle the correct words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

He (teach / teaches) English in Korea.
I (speak / speaks) French.
They (eat / eats) turkey on Christmas Day.
She (go / goes) jogging every Sunday.
Bats (sleep / sleeps) during the day.

Look and complete the sentences.

study
1.
2.
3.
4.

give

teach

wear

He __teaches__ English at university school.
Maria ________ French every day.
Santa ________ gifts to children on Christmas Eve.
The children ________ costumes on Halloween.

Write the negative sentences.
1. The map shows famous restaurants.
_____The map doesn’t show famous restaurants____
2. They follow the museum rules.
______________________________________________
3. He packs his lunch.
______________________________________________
4. We make snowmen in winter.
______________________________________________
5. Her sister has black hair.
______________________________________________
6. I study English every morning.
______________________________________________

Circle and complete the answers.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A (Do / Does) the dog sleep on the bed? B No, _it doesn’t__
A (Do / Does) you have enough money? B Yes, _______
B No, _______
A (Do / Does) they live in this place?
A (Do / Does) he wear a uniform at work? B Yes, _______

Choose and complete the sentences.

always

usually

never

sometimes

1. My parents cook breakfast together every day.
My parents __always__ cook dinner together.
2. Cindy doesn’t play guitar at home.
Cindy _______ plays the guitar at home
3. He is late for school thrice a week.
He is _______ late for school.
4. She reads the magazine on weekdays.
She _______ reads the newspaper.

Rewrite using the frequency adverbs.
1. Her answers are correct. (always)
__Her answers are always correct__
2. James is late for class. (sometimes)
____________________________
3. My mom speaks loudly. (never)
____________________________
4. He wears sunglasses at home. (always)
____________________________
5. The supermarket is crowded. (usually)
____________________________
6. Ou leader makes mistakes. (often)
____________________________

